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On September 22nd, 2016 the project team undertook the second round
of public consultation as part of the Official Plan Review process. The
purpose of this round was to introduce and discuss the 10 Planning Issue
Reports, which were made public in August, and to seek additional
feedback in preparation for writing the first draft of the new Official Plan.
The 10 Planning Issue Reports build on the feedback received during the
first round of public consultation which took place in November 2015,
where the public and stakeholders helped to identify planning issues for
the Town and contributed to the development of a vision for Midland’s
future.

Vision:

“

Midland is a picturesque and dynamic waterfront community that values its heritage
character, small town feel and friendliness. The historic downtown and the extensive Georgian
Bay shoreline are highly valued. Midland places importance on its recreational amenities and
the major cultural and natural heritage assets that draw tourists from around the world.
Midland is a truly complete community. Midland is accessible to all ages and abilities and
offers a full range of employment, housing, shopping, recreational and cultural opportunities.
Midland has spiritual, health care and educational facilities that serve both the local and
regional populations. The existing mixture of assets, opportunities and facilities promotes a
highly desirable lifestyle.
Over the next 20 years, Midland will evolve into a healthy, active and resilient waterfront
community that balances its vibrant heritage character with environmental sustainability, fiscal
responsibility and innovative economic growth. It will thrive, grow and prosper by promoting
its lifestyle assets and attracting new residents and businesses that reflect the evolving local
economy, including tourism.

”

Midland will be a great place to live, work, shop, learn and play. As a result, it will be a great
place to invest.
The second round of public consultation included meetings with representatives of three of
Midland’s Committees, an Official Plan Review Steering Committee meeting and a Community
Forum during the evening.
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STAKEHOLDER
MEETINGS
The project team invited any interested stakeholder groups to individual meetings, providing
an opportunity to discuss in detail the specific interests and/or concerns of those groups. Three
Town Committees chose to participate. During the meetings, the project team provided a brief
overview of the process, which was followed by a discussion of what the various Committees
thought was important for the Town and which should be included in the new Official Plan. A
summary of the comments provided through these meetings is found below.

Accessibility Advisory
Committee
• Improve
sidewalk
surface
conditions
and accessibility of pedestrian crossing
infrastructure (i.e. placement of crosswalk
light button)
• Improve accessibility of building interiors (i.e.
washrooms) – also covered by the Building
Code
• Increased supply of barrier-free housing (i.e.
bungalows, at-grade entrances, washrooms,
lower kitchen counters)
»» Want more than the 15% required by the
Building Code for apartment buildings
which exceed a minimum size
• Increase supply of barrier-free affordable
housing - maybe through density bonusing
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• Need accessible pathways – AODA
requirement
»» Boardwalk bumpers to prevent wheelchairs
from rolling off
»» Automatic doors
»» Sidewalks need to be wide enough for a
wheelchair to pass an open door – there
is a mandated width but it likely hasn’t
be reflected in the Town’s engineering
standards yet
• Community Link and REACH work well as
accessible transportation but don’t provide
service on weekends – have government
funding but not Town-operated

• There are plans to start regional transit from
County
• Going downhill in a walker is difficult/
dangerous
»» Should be considered in the design of
accessible parking – i.e. should be no slope
where passenger will be exiting car
• People in Midland are getting older, high rises
might be good for older people since they
have elevators and can allow bonusing for
more affordable accessible housing

Heritage Committee
• Midland started off as an industrial port town
and this rich heritage is reflected in both
structures and stories (more than bricks and
mortar)
• Need to balance the need for progress with
Midland’s heritage
• The Town now owns the William Wilson
Cemetery, have installed signage and
fencing
• Penetanguishene Road Signage Project
»» Trying to continue signage north into
Midland
• Wendat and other aboriginal heritage/
archeology resources should be recognized
and protected
• Official Plan was written in 2003 and therefore
doesn’t reflect 2005 Heritage Act policies
• Midland has a Heritage Inventory and 6
designated buildings
• Drummond Wall
»» Designated but land is up for sale
(designation transferred through ownership)
»» Risk that a reconfiguration of the public
road could impact the wall, as well as the
configuration of the road network for a
new plan of subdivision on the property
»» Designation can be removed through a
set process but designation sends a clear
message to Council and the prospective
property owner
• Official Plan wording should be clear that
heritage gets the appropriate priority,
communicates that heritage is important and
provides the necessary tools and processes

• Spoke about role of the Heritage Committee
and Council, including funding and role
the Committee could take in working with
developers
• Role of Section 37 in securing heritage
restoration/preservation
• Strong desire for a heritage conservation
district, Official Plan can outline the process
»» It is easier if most property owners within the
boundaries are supportive
• Vision and principles of the Official Plan should
talk about value of heritage – important for
economic development and tourism
• Best way to preserve heritage structures is to
use them for something which makes money,
Official Plan can open up use permissions for
downtown buildings
• Want more exposure and education for
public regarding heritage
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Active Transportation
Committee
• Food security should be addressed
»» Urban agriculture
»» Urban gardens
»» Distribution of grocery stores within the
Town
»» Keeping fast food away from schools
»» Should be allowed to have urban gardening
as a business, including harvesting other
people’s yards
• Need to ensure that shade is part of
streetscaping
• Should eliminate by-laws which act as barriers
to healthy living (i.e. no road hockey, no
growing food in front yards)
• Support the requirement for a complete
streets policy and active transportation
master plan
• Pleased to see tree canopies, streetscaping,
road diets/narrow streets in Planning Issue
Reports
• Should look at allowing different road widths,
alternative engineering standards, what is
appropriate for each context – every type of
infrastructure/lane does not need to be on
every street
• Should start with more aggressive policies
and strong language
• Having requirements in the Official Plan can
make it easier to get funding from the County
or Province
• Discussion around urban structure and how it
will facilitate transportation corridors - density
along corridors - therefore protection in
stable residential areas from inappropriate
development
• Issues around school travel planning –
responsibility of school boards
»» The Town’s role for school travel is ensuring
the active transportation infrastructure is in
place
• Need safe and efficient active transportation
infrastructure – don’t need bike lanes on every
road but connections are crucial – currently
disjointed
»» Currently only putting lanes in during full
road reconstructions, but can’t always wait
that long
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»» On major thoroughfares, bike lanes need
to be completely separated – road width
shouldn’t be a problem
Want the Official Plan to build the case for
immediate investment in tailored active
transportation plan
Use low traffic roads as “safe travel” routes
but need to consider difference between
utilitarian roads (direct) and recreational
routes
Looking for low cost (low-hanging fruit)
solutions as well i.e. bikes lanes with just a bit
of paint, better and more visible crosswalks
etc.
Need to address the barriers caused by fear of
creating a liability – often similar environments
already exist elsewhere anyways
Need better pedestrian signals – better safety
so people not afraid to walk
Age friendly
Artificial traffic calming, such as speed
bumps, is bad for everyone (i.e. plowing and
emergency services) and doesn’t work. What
works: on-street parking, trees, narrowing
street
Add policy for maximum, not minimum,
parking standards
Major streets are considered as barriers in
Midland – to the park, downtown, waterfront
etc.
Need to create year-round opportunities for
active transportation
»» Manage walkers vs. snowmobilers
»» Plowing Little Lake Road
»» Trans Canada Trail doubles as snowmobile
route, but could make room for walkers too
»» Percy’s Peaks are an issue for pedestrians
crossing and sidewalks are not always well
cleared
»» Melt snow instead of piling?
Accommodate water active transportation –
recreational
Look at Edmonton’s Winter City Strategy
– planning for winter – programming,
transportation, maintenance etc.

• Albert Street Trail – south end of Midland
from Tay Shore Trail to Wyevale
»» Example
of
inter-municipal
connection
• Balm Beach Road – should put bike
lanes on Midland portion
• Should connect Tay Shore Trail to
hotels at King Street and Highway 12

“

A trail around Little Lake Park is a major long term
active transportation project. It would be great
if the policies mentioned utilizing appropriate
municipal tools to secure access for municipal
trails and active transportation infrastructure.
The southern shore will be developed at part of
the Hanson development but the major hurdles
for the project are obtaining easements and
agreements with private property owners on the
north shore of the lake. There are 3 properties
on Cornell and Jane/Sarah that block the
development of a shoreline trail. The western
shore may also require easements as the shore
is protected marshland and the closest area
for a pathway may be on private property,
although there is an old right-of-way that could
be explored as an option. The Ministry of Natural
Resources may own the Environment Protection
area.
The inter-municipal links are a priority, but the
internal active transportation routes and trail
system should be connected to our parks and
natural areas.

”
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COMMUNITY
FORUM
The Community Forum was held on September 22nd, 2016 at 6:30 pm in the North Simcoe
Sports and Recreation Centre. The Forum agenda began with a presentation by the project
team which outlined the project process and briefly introduced the 10 Planning Issue Reports,
including the Provincial and County policy requirements, previous public comments and the
directions for moving forward with the draft Official Plan. Following the presentation, the 10
Planning Issues were grouped into 6 tables each with a member of the project team or Town
planning staff available to facilitate discussions. Participants were invited to move between
the tables, depending on their topics of interest, to ask questions, participate in discussions
and provide comments/feedback. A summary of the public comments is grouped by table
below.

Table 1: Natural and Cultural
Heritage
• How do fragmented fencerows contribute to
the NHS? Some opposition to their inclusion in
the Natural Heritage System
• Will there be a pedestrian trail linkage along
the waterfront to the east of Midland Bay
Landing?
• Why does one area show additional green
beyond the base maps?
• Concern with respect to loss of property rights
• Support for the Natural Heritage System
initiative
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• Questioning of the environmental significance
of some of the more fragmented parts of the
NHS in and around the intersection of County
Road 93 and Highway 12
• Should more of the southern end of Midland
be part of the Natural Heritage System to
eliminate the jagged edges of the Lands For
Urban Uses south of Highway 12?
• There were a number of site specific comments
that questioned the rationale for the NHS
delineation on individual properties. These
concerns will be reviewed as the mapping of
the NHS is refined throughout this process

Table 2: Growth
Management and Economic
Development
• A couple of tiny floating pieces of Lands for
Urban Uses to the east of the Town should be
rationalized
• Is 1,000 jobs realistic to 2031? How was the
number derived?
• Rental townhomes are not prevalent
• Rental is hard to find
• Affordable Housing Strategy should include
realistic implementation tools and ideas: cost
reductions, site identification
• Town-wide free wi-fi to improve economic
development i.e. Stratford

»» Could provide the free wi-fi to a certain
usage level and businesses could pay the
Town to increase the level of wi-fi they get
over and above the free levels – the Town
would become the wi-fi provider
»» Switching to broadband

Table 3: Neighbourhoods
and Housing
• Traffic speeds on Yonge and Hugel are too
high
• A lot of existing buildings on King Street – they
won’t redevelop in short and/or medium term
• Traffic speed on residential streets are too
high (i.e. Hugel, Robert, Ellen) – not protecting
the residential neighbourhood
• Traffic calming measures needed on eastwest running streets
• More trees should be planted on the streets

Table 4: Waterfront
Development and
Downtown Revitalization
Waterfront

• Town should use same principles from the
Midland Bay Landing site in the new Official
Plan for the entire waterfront
• Public access and public ownership of the
waterfront should be considered
• Town should consider a policy approach
like Oakville who made it a long term goal
to acquire the entire waterfront when the
opportunity arises
• All waterfront uses should be accommodated,
where appropriate, including Great Lakes
Cruise Ships, boat launches, docking and
transient boating, and beaches

Downtown

• Planting and landscaping, and streetscapes
and public realm improvements, including
private building facades, should be a focus
of policy for downtown
• Murals are fantastic and policy support for
a broader public art program should be
considered
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• Promote and strengthen the cultural
infrastructure in the downtown, creating a
broader cultural hub
• Focus on building a catch phrase/branding
for Midland. What is Midland known for?
• Town should have policies to support and
pursue a post-secondary facility or satellite
campus in the downtown or on the waterfront

Other

• Focus on education and keeping young
people in or coming back to Midland
• Medical recruitment has worked well in
attracting doctors – take the same approach
and principles to attract those in the tech
sector
• Midland needs to become a transportation
hub (and support the regional transit initiatives
of the County of Simcoe)
• Intensification may be appropriate but it
needs to be done sensitive to place and
parking
• Height is important in Midland and needs
to be a focus of the policy; 4-6 storeys at
maximum and only in the right locations
• Keep scale of King Street at 2-3 storeys and
intensification and taller structures on the
shoulder streets
• Shuttles should be considered for major events
to help move seniors from event to parking
• Need to think of Midland as a winter city and
make sure policies are mindful of that reality
• Archaeological Master Plan should be
supported and encouraged in the Official
Plan
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Table 5: Sustainable Design
and Healthy Communities
Social cohesion and wellbeing

• Provide public spaces, parks/greenspaces
where residents can meet and congregate “place making”
»» Make these accessible to all
»» Located near schools, seniors centres,
workplaces, residential development etc.
• Municipally managed meeting spaces to
address needs of residents e.g. recreation
centre
»» Consider health equity and access issues
• Community security and safety features
that impact social interaction and increase
physical activity should be considered
through design review processes and should
include CPTED principles
• Minimum distance requirements between
locations that sell or serve alcohol, and
minimum distance requirements between
alcohol outlets and other land uses that
would be incompatible such as schools,
youth facilities, or housing development
• Healthy range of educational opportunities,
continuing education, incubator spaces etc.

Greenspace

• Parks designed for range of uses and ages
• Food access
»» Ensure healthy food is available in every
neighbourhood
»» Zoning by-laws allowing mixed use zones
should permit small and medium food
retailers
»» Bylaws allowing for urban food garden e.g.
in front and backyards and creation of
urban farming businesses
»» Land designation to allow development
of small scale food processing facilities
e.g. community kitchens, food co-ops,
community food centres
»» Protect and conserve local agricultural
food production
»» Allow for small scale home industries and
home occupations including food based
enterprises

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

»» Zoning bylaws to allow for development
and distribution and/or processing centres
(agricultural product warehouses that
support the collection, distribution and
marketing of local food products)
»» Zoning by-laws allowing community
gardens, edible landscapes and rooftop
gardens in residential, commercial and
industrial designations
Access to shade should be provided at
municipal facilities and buildings and within
greenspaces (parks and playgrounds),
recreation areas and along trails
Develop a Parks and Recreation Master Plan
to ensure that safe and accessible parks and
recreational facilities, including natural areas
and trails, are available to residents regardless
of age, physical ability and financial means
Provide space for active and passive parks
that enhance access to recreation and
nature as essential components for physical
and mental health and well-being and make
this a priority in land use decisions
More public space in downtown, event
space – supposed to reflect cultural heritage
of Town
Xeriscaping – low water gardening
Edible gardens/landscaping
Gardens for bees, butterflies

Built form and design

• Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) – urban form, lighting,
laneways, increasing foot traffic
• Community designs guidelines
• New urbanism
• Form based codes
• Complete streets leading to destinations/
congregation areas i.e. downtown, recreation
centre, parks etc.
• Design standards should include infrastructure
to provide for safety and convenience of
pedestrians and cyclists
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• On residential streets east of downtown, the
streets are like highways with yellow lines,
used for through-traffic to William. Should be
slowed down to reflect local streets. Yonge is
the appropriate through-street
• Bayshore Drive should be used more as an
arterial – not narrowed
• Transit accommodation – transit being
reviewed this year by Town and MidlandPenetanguishene
connection
being
considered
• County will be launching Midland-Barrie
transit route – where is the stop? (Downtown,
mall?)
• Street lights are too bright for walking at night
on residential streets
»» Downtown doesn’t have enough street
lights (currently under the responsibility of
the BIA)
• More street trees downtown – should be able
to walk to downtown on pleasant streets from
adjacent residential areas
»» Put trees in downtown parking lots
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Sustainable design

• Rooftop maximization strategy
»» Green roofs
»» White roofs
»» Rooftop patios
»» Solar/hot water
• Consider municipal-scale ecological footprint
• Climate change resiliency
• Urban canopy – mitigating the heat island
effect
• Brownfield remediation strategy:
»» Funding
»» Remediation strategies
»» Partnerships
»» Prioritizing sites
»» Interim uses i.e. screening outdoor movies
at 509 Bay
• Accommodating charging stations for
electric vehicles

Table 6: Active
Transportation, Complete
Streets and Green
Infrastructure
Access

• Complete streets – maintaining access
• Some streets are designed to keep people
out – need to connect with complete streets
• Unknown trails in neighbourhoods
• Accessibility – problem of sidewalks ending,
need complete sidewalk network
»» Have to zigzag around through busy streets
• Little Lake Park needs access/accessibility
• Better transport downtown and improve
storefronts – how do you build accessibility in
and maintain heritage?
• Water’s edge accessibility: asphalt path all
the way
• Not enough access points to water
• Access into parks: Tiffin Park – accessible
washroom and parking – can’t get to ball
diamond/playground
»» Edgehill community health centre will
increase access
»» Chigamik and Waypoint programing to
build community gardens
• Biggest issue for access is sidewalks and
complete streets
• Town wi-fi – smart city initiatives

• Need to accommodate all modes
• Traffic circle on Eighth Street, a major crossover Yonge to Hugel
»» Entrance to Little Lake Park could be
improved
»» Calming
• Median on Yonge with trees – some green
infrastructure, also traffic calming
• Elizabeth, Hugel East, east-west streets on
east side of Midland have highway lanes –
they are residential streets

Transportation

• Mixed-use roads (complete streets) can’t
happen on 50km/h roads
»» Better suited to side roads
»» Yonge Street has issue with active
transportation users (modes) on sidewalk,
unsafe on roadway
»» Issue with crosswalks on Yonge
• Yonge: 4 lanes to 3 lanes – middle lane for left
turns
»» Bike lanes on curb sides
»» Mobility devices can also be fast and add
congestion on sidewalks
»» Calming on Yonge is needed – designed
for rapid speed – systemic issue
• William Street – truck route – maybe
inappropriate
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• Road narrowing on Yonge – bike lanes against
sidewalk
• Creation of urban trails through Town, have
great waterfront trails – trail system for cycling
also very important
»» Through institutions and schools

Reducing environmental impacts

• Fruit trees and plants/edible landscaping
directed to parks, waterfront, adjacent to
paths/sidewalks
• Energy – renewable, energy storage, local
generation, smart grid, feed-in-tariffs
• Whacking down a load of trees in new
neighbourhoods is unfortunate
• Trees in development areas – policy in
Official Plan should promote saving trees in
development areas (statement). If we say
we need to protect the natural heritage –
then the Town needs teeth to do so
»» Needs language/by-laws that specifically
protect old trees
• Elimination of urban heat island
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• Tree canopy – shade along streets
• Trees along First Street – pathway from
waterfront to Little Lake Park
• Vegetation selection should be mindful of
foliage and fruit shedding
• Water conservation strategy very important stormwater retention ponds

Design

• No blank walls – small retail
»» Asset of murals – need to continue
promoting public art, murals, street art
• Healthy community design – policy statement
for Official Plans
»» Edmonton’s Winter City Guidelines
• Design Standards

KEY MESSAGES
1.

Need more affordable and affordable-accessible housing

2.

Streets and public spaces should enhance accessibility for all

3.

Public spaces must be equitably distributed across Town, including more public space downtown

4.
5.
6.
7.

It is important to balance progress with protecting Midland’s heritage; recent initiatives
demonstrate that heritage is important to the Town’s character
Attracting newcomers to Midland should leverage and build on existing assets: successful
downtown, natural environment, waterfront, heritage building stock, trails – quality of life is an
important selling point
It is important to promote food security policies and initiatives
Planning for active transportation and developing the supportive policy tools should be done
more proactively and include: connecting/integrating the network, rebalancing the right-ofway to encourage other modes, ensuring that roadways are designed to be context sensitive,
enhancing routes to key destinations
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8.
9.
10.
11.

More attention should be paid to plantings in the public realm, and their potential for
environmental control, food production, streetscape enhancement, reduced water needs and
habitat creation
Traffic calming and complete streets policies should be considered
Need to pursue the new economy for the downtown and waterfront, involving educational
opportunities, internet provision and existing building stock
Policies should be added that better address the built form of new development: Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design principles, urban design, use of roof space, Winter
City initiatives

12.

Increase public access to the waterfront as opportunities arise

13.

Midland must facilitate and encourage a wide range of sustainable design initiatives

14.
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The NHS mapping will continue to be reviewed and refined as the process of OP preparation
continues

PRESENTATION
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2016‐09‐30

Purpose

Midland Official
Plan Review
Community Forum

1. Introduce the 10 Planning Issue Reports
2. Discuss the policy directions and recommendations for moving
forward
3. Provide an update on the Official Plan Review process
4. Obtain public input prior to preparing the first draft of the new
Official Plan

September 22, 2016

The Planning Partnership
Municipal Planning Services
Plan B Natural Heritage
urbanMetrics

#1 Natural and Cultural
Heritage

Outline
> 10 Planning Issue Reports
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Natural and Cultural Heritage
Growth Management
Economic Development
Neighbourhoods
Housing Opportunities and
Affordability

> Process
> Next Steps

6. Active Transportation and Complete Streets
7. Green Infrastructure
8. Waterfront Development
9. Downtown Revitalization
10. Sustainable Design and Healthy
Communities

How can Midland effectively protect its
valuable natural and cultural heritage features?
What policies are required to conform to recent
Provincial Natural Heritage System policies?

> Consultation Opportunities
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> Protect good agricultural land for food production
> Enhance protection for cultural heritage and develop an
Archaeological Management Plan
> Provide more guidance for the coordination of multiple
parties on projects having the potential to impact cultural
heritage

1. The Natural Heritage System is a fundamental structuring
element and is required to be identified and protected
by Provincial and County policies
2. The Town must conserve cultural heritage resources as
per Provincial and County policies and to support the
interests of First Nations stakeholders
3. The Town should consider an environment first approach
as articulated through the public consultation process

> The Province and County require that the Town identify
and protect the Natural Heritage System, which includes
significant natural features and linkages
> The Province and County require the Town to conserve
significant cultural heritage resources, cultural heritage
landscapes and archaeological resources

#1 Natural and Cultural Heritage

Directions

Policy Requirements

#1 Natural and Cultural Heritage

> Identify Midland’s Natural Heritage System, including nonreplaceable features and linkages

#1 Natural and Cultural Heritage

What we heard

#1 Natural and Cultural Heritage
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What we heard
> The Downtown and waterfront should be the focus of
intensified development, while keeping the waterfront
publicly accessible
> Intensification should be avoided on the waterfront

#2 Growth Management

#2 Growth Management

> Intensification should focus on older industrial/
commercial areas, empty spaces and older buildings,
creating redevelopment opportunities and brownfields

How can Midland manage its projected
residential and employment growth? Where
and how should growth occur to meet planning
goals?

> Should establish a hierarchy of protection for rural areas
and the natural heritage system rather than generalizing
the entire area as open space
> Architectural guidelines can be useful for assisting with
encroaching development

> The Province and County require that the Town ensures
the availability of land to accommodate projected growth

Directions
1. Providing clear direction for where and how
intensification should occur is important for managing
growth in the Town
2. It is appropriate to establish a logical, definable urban
structure

#2 Growth Management

> The Town is projected to experience the following growth
by 2031: 5,600 residents (to 22,500)
1,800 jobs

#2 Growth Management

Policy Requirements

> The Town is encouraged to develop as a complete
community and must accommodate 40% of all new
residential units within the built boundary, as a minimum
intensification target
> The Town must plan for a minimum density target of 50
residents and jobs combined per hectare for designated
greenfield areas

*Note: changes to the Growth Plan are anticipated
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#2 Growth Management

What we heard
> Employment uses of various types should be integrated
throughout the Town
> Rural lands have an important role in economic
development, including food production

How can Midland encourage economic
development? How can Midland leverage its
existing assets to support the new economy?

> Should have policies to encourage creative industries,
home occupations and live/work opportunities

#3 Economic Development

#3 Economic Development

#2 Growth Management

> Need to build a quality Midland brand; improved fibre
optics and transportation infrastructure and the creation
of a hub for creative business on the waterfront will help
attract new businesses
> Build on Midland’s tourism attributes such as cycling trails,
racquet club, conference centre and cultural heritage
linkages
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> The Town is required to plan for and protect designated
Employment Areas, with conversion only permitted
through a municipal comprehensive review
> The County states that downtowns and main streets of
primary settlement areas are the focal points for
residential, commercial and institutional uses and must
create an attractive environment which supports
economic development

Directions
1. It is important to be innovative and to respond to all
forms of the new economy within the evolving
economic context of Midland, which includes
leveraging the Town’s quality of life/place attributes
2. The Town needs to meet the needs of employment and
business opportunities of all types

#3 Economic Development

> The Province and County require the Town to provide an
appropriate range and mix of sites suitable for
employment uses

#3 Economic Development

Policy Requirements

3. The Town should consider establishing incentives to
attract employers and/or investment

#4 Neighbourhoods

How can Midland ensure that intensification is
compatible with existing neighbourhoods? How
should future community facilities and services
be planned?

#3 Economic Development
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> Residential neighbourhoods adjacent to natural areas
should be protected from intensification

Policy Requirements
> The Town is identified as a primary settlement area in the
County Official Plan and is therefore considered suitable
for intensification

> Explore potential neighbourhood improvement strategies

> The Province and County require the Town to promote
residential densities that use land, resources, infrastructure
and public facilities efficiently (50 persons + jobs/ha)

> Intensification will need supportive services, parks and
transportation infrastructure

> The Town must establish development standards for
residential intensification

> Midland should integrate the delivery of community
services with adjacent municipalities through resourcesharing

> Infrastructure and public facilities should be strategically
located to support the effective and efficient delivery of
services and to be easily accessible to residents of all
abilities by a range of transportation modes

#4 Neighbourhoods

> Intensification should not change the character of stable
neighbourhoods

#4 Neighbourhoods

What we heard

*Note: changes to the Growth Plan are anticipated

1. Community services and amenities should be located to
promote efficient and cost-effective delivery and to be
accessible (universal design principles) to all residents by
a range of transportation modes

#4 Neighbourhoods

Directions

2. New mixed use development, intensification and
revitalization efforts must be compatible with
surrounding neighbourhoods

#4 Neighbourhoods
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What we heard
> Need to accommodate a range of housing types which
can be suitable for seniors and low income households
> Additional housing options currently needed include
affordable housing, accessible housing and single storey
housing
> In accommodating shifting housing demands for an
aging population with more special needs, the Town
should explore integrating affordable and accessible
housing and ensure that strategic intensification preserves
the surrounding natural areas

How
should
Midland
encourage
the
development of a range of housing options?
What can Midland do to increase the amount of
affordable housing?

> The Town should consider land banking and improving
blighted properties to make sure the affordable housing
target is met

> The Province and County require the Town to permit and
facilitate special needs housing and second units
> The County encourages the Town to support the County
target of a minimum of 10% of all new housing units being
affordable
> The County’s Affordable Housing Strategy assigns the
Town a minimum affordable housing target of 90
additional units to 2024
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Directions
1. The Town should continue to encourage a full range
and mix of housing types and tenures to meet the needs
of all residents
2. Establishing the County affordable and assisted housing
targets and providing additional policy support for
affordable housing is encouraged

#5 Housing Opportunities and Affordability

> The Town is required to provide an appropriate range and
mix of housing types and densities to met projected
requirements for current and future residents

#5 Housing Opportunities and Affordability

Policy Requirements

#5 Housing Opportunities and Affordability

#5 Housing Opportunities
and Affordability
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What we heard
> Policies related to active transportation and complete
streets are necessary in Midland
> Opportunity for an active transportation corridor on
Yonge Street
> Specific active transportation issues include:
local transit to nearby municipalities
build on and link existing trails
separated bike lanes
bike facilities at community service locations
Park and ride facilities

What should Midland do to support and
encourage the use of active transportation?
What strategies are appropriate for the creation
of complete streets?

> There should be an Active Transportation Plan

> The Town is directed to integrate the planning of land use
and transportation to minimize the length and number of
vehicle trips and to promote active transportation modes
> The County requires that complete streets be
incorporated in areas of high pedestrian and vehicular
traffic, such as main streets and downtown areas, and in
the design of public facilities and streetscapes
> The Town is required to development an Active
Transportation Plan

Directions
1. The Town must better support the needs of active
transportation users through policy language and
infrastructure provision
2. The creation of complete streets should be a priority in
all road works

#6 Active Transportation and Complete Streets

> The Province and County require the Town to plan for the
provision of a safe and efficient multi-modal transportation
system

#6 Active Transportation and Complete Streets

Policy Requirements

#6 Active Transportation and Complete Streets

#6 Active Transportation
and Complete Streets
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What we heard
> The Town requires a Climate Change Plan and Emergency
Plan to start preparing for major storm events
> Policies should require the planting of native trees and
plants, managing water run-off and burying hydro lines
> The Town should explore innovative stormwater
management methods

How can Midland mitigate the impacts of
climate change? What actions are necessary
to reduce the environmental impacts of new
development?

> The Province and County state that municipal sewage
and water services are the preferred form of servicing for
settlement areas; individual on-site services may only be
permitted for infilling and minor rounding out

Directions
1. Green infrastructure and other innovation standards
should be integrated throughout the Town
2. The Town must ensure that climate change adaptation
and environmental damage prevention measures are
implemented

#7 Green Infrastructure

> The Province requires that the Town consider the impacts
of climate change

> Restricting pesticide use will help prevent stormwater
contamination

#7 Green Infrastructure

Policy Requirements

#7 Green Infrastructure

#7 Green Infrastructure

> The Town must support the use of energy conservation
and green infrastructure
> The Province’s Climate Change Action Plan identifies
Land-Use Planning as a key action area for reducing
congestion and supporting green developing standards
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What we heard
> The waterfront should be the focus for new intensified
development, particularly the Town dock/harbour and
Midland Bay Landing
> The waterfront should be kept publicly accessible
> Should preserve green space by focusing on existing
buildings and brownfield sites

How can Midland enhance public access to its
waterfront?
What type of development is
suitable for waterfront lands to create an active
and vibrant neighbourhood?

> The County outlines a number of technical studies that
are required for waterfront development to prevent
negative impacts

Directions
1. The Town should continue to expand and enhance
public access to its waterfronts
2. It is important to carefully plan for an appropriate land
use policy framework to support successful waterfronts

#8 Waterfront Development

> The Province and County promote public access to
waterfronts, in particular to support healthy and active
communities through access to recreation opportunities

> Policies should promote mixed uses along the waterfront
and accommodate artisans/vendors

#8 Waterfront Development

Policy Requirements

#8 Waterfront Development

#8 Waterfront Development
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What we heard
> The Downtown Master Plan needs to be implemented
> The character and function of the Downtown must be
protected; big box stores are not appropriate
> The potential for the Downtown to act as an office and
tourism hub should be encouraged, such as through
repurposing buildings, creating new destinations, having
longer hours and enhancing streetscaping for festivals

What is the future of Downtown Midland? How
can Midland ensure that the character, function
and viability of the Downtown is protected?

#9 Downtown Revitalization

#9 Downtown Revitalization

> Compatible uses include low-rise mixed use,
commercial/retail and seniors residences; high rise
buildings may not be compatible
> Consultation with First Nations and Metis should occur to
identify cultural heritage resources and a heritage district
should be designated in the Downtown

> The County states that downtowns and main streets will
create safe and pleasant pedestrian environments

Directions
1. The Town should continue the work started through the
2015 Downtown Master Plan to ensure an appropriate
land use mix, built form and public realm

#9 Downtown Revitalization

> The Province and County assert that the vitality of
downtowns and main streets should be preserved and
that they should play an important role in economic
prosperity

#9 Downtown Revitalization

Policy Requirements

> Downtowns will be the focal point for residential,
commercial and institutional uses within settlement areas
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What we heard
> Midland needs policies related to sustainable design and
healthy communities
> Energy efficiency and other conservation strategies
should be encouraged
> Stronger design guidelines are required in the Town,
which could include architectural control

How can Midland encourage the creation of
healthy communities? What policies will help
reduce the environmental impacts of new
development?

> The Town is required to support efforts to reduce
environmental impacts, including energy conservation
and improved air quality
> The development of complete and healthy communities
is a priority for Simcoe County

Directions
1. The Town should promote the creation of complete
communities and healthy living initiatives
2. Sustainable design should be incorporated in new
development, infrastructure projects and buildings

#10 Sustainable Design and Healthy Communities

> The Province and County encourage the development of
healthy, liveable and safe communities which:
develop in an efficient manner
demonstrate a compact built form
are complete communities
support alternative modes of transportation
provide high quality public spaces

#10 Sustainable Design and Healthy Communities

Policy Requirements

#10 Sustainable Design and Healthy Communities

#10 Sustainable Design and
Healthy Communities
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Next Steps

We are here
Community Forum

Draft Official Plan 3

> Council Presentation in October
> Draft 1 of the new Official Plan

Council Presentation

Final Consultation Report

Draft Official Plan 1 & 2

Final Official Plan

Opportunities to Get Involved

Send to County for Comment

> Statutory Public Open House May 2017
to review Draft 2 of the Official Plan

Statutory Public Meeting

> Visit us online at:

Send to County for Comment

PHASE 6

Community Newsletter

Jun – Dec 2017

PHASE 5

Nov 2016 – May 2017

PHASE 4

- Sep 2016

Process

Statutory Public Open House
and Developers’ Focus Group

Council Presentation

Community Newsletter

Send to County for Approval

midland.ca/official-plan-review
planning@midland.ca
twitter.com/planmidland

Table Discussions
For more detailed discussions around the Planning Issues and to
provide comments, visit the following tables:
1. Natural and Cultural Heritage
2. Growth Management and Economic Development
3. Neighbourhoods and Housing
4. Waterfront Development and Downtown Revitalization
5. Sustainable Design and Healthy Communities
6. Active Transportation, Complete Streets and Green
Infrastructure
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